Grants Offered For Foreign Study

Announcement of the availability of the Department of State and the Foreign Service Institute Scholarship and Fellowship Awards for graduate study in the United States to students from Belgium, Burma, Netherlands, Switzerland, France, Italy, Iran and Norway for the academic year 1950-51.

The scholarships are open to all American graduate students who are citizens of the United States and who have completed at least two years of college work. There are minimum age limits. Students must have completed two years of college work by June 30 before entering graduate study.

Requirements

1. American citizenship.
2. A college degree or its equivalent or be taking up a degree.
3. Knowledge of the language of the country sufficient to carry on oral and written communication.

Interested applicants who are presently enrolled at the California Institute of Technology may obtain further information and application forms from the graduate office, 101 Atrium.

Charities Drive November 7-11

In a change of policy toward campus charity drives, the ASUC has this year adopted a new system of separate fund raising for the benefit of the Student Union, the Inter-House Council and the California Alumni Foundation.

Muddy Event

Loans Near

Once again the Sophs and Frats may get a taste of the role mud thrills. The aim is to have the entire campus fielded, the Muddy Toads, to be held in Tournament of Roses. It should be a real celebration for those from Los Angeles of class 35.

Events

Amid cries of "We All Profess!" the Sophs have united in the following event for the following evening:

Gang-war Time sprees Buck nose Wheelbarrow race "Mudder" (Tire race) Time was when the mudding in dresses and suits, will be held near Nov. 26, in Dining Hall Lounge and Gardens.

Institutors Going Full Steam Ahead

The complete program of the new year is under construction and no information concerning this has been released. The ASUC executive committee is busy preparing the seating plan of the several activities and their time schedule.

Committee Meeting

The Institutor's executive committee will meet on Tuesday, November 5, at 4:30 in Room 406, Ricketts, in the presence of all the students, to discuss the activities and their time schedule for the year.

The discussion will include the year's activities in the following phases of science and engineer ing. The topic will be "What is the future of the A11 class?"

The discussion will be held in the presence of Mr. T. N. Johnson, the President of the California Institute of Technology, and the computer science departments.

The meeting will be held in the presence of Mr. T. N. Johnson, the President of the California Institute of Technology, and the computer science departments.

Recent Awards

The five house social chairs pictured above have been selected among all social groups for the annual Inter-House French face next week. At the top Fernando Cortizo (Dubois) and Norm Schroeder (Ricketts) center Lowell Cobles (Ecstasy) (lifetime: Memes Avenel and Floyd Hampton Blacker and Bud Klarfeld and Ed Matzner (Fleming).

Social Wheels of Houses, Throop

Unique Themes For Decorations, Five Bands, Refreshments Promised

Houses Unite In Charting Annual Fall Merrymaking

Tech Whips Up 7600 MPG Truck

A speed of more than ten times the velocity in sound has been attained for the first time in the United States, and the result will be a more rapid development of the jet propulsion engine in the future.

The velocity of sound is 1100 feet per second, and the velocity at which the jet propulsion engine is now operating is 7600 feet per second.

The jet propulsion engine will be tested in a special wind tunnel, and the test will be repeated several times with a view to further development of the jet propulsion engine.

The first test was made on November 4, and the results were encouraging.

It is planned to use the jet propulsion engine for military and commercial purposes.

Tuberculosis

The incidence of tuberculosis is increasing in the United States, and the disease is becoming more widespread. The incidence of tuberculosis is increasing in the United States, and the disease is becoming more widespread.

Tuberculosis is a disease of the respiratory system, and it is caused by the tubercle bacillus. The disease is characterized by a chronic inflammation of the lungs, and it is often accompanied by a fever.

The disease is transmitted from one person to another by the inhalation of droplets containing the tubercle bacillus. The disease is most common in children, and it is often diagnosed by the laboratory examination of sputum.

The disease is treated by the use of antibiotics, and it is often cured by the use of a combination of antibiotics. The disease is often prevented by the use of vaccination.
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Our task of obtaining cooperation of the various charity organizations in the way in which a campaign designed to meet with different degrees of enthusiasm by these groups. In the three days, you know, that participation in a drive such as this would, in general, bring less return than would a separate campus campaign. Yet the agency concerned to cooperate with the National Union of the University of California, made our "campus drive" problem easy to them.

The Red Cross was an exception. Their goal is a uniform and universal one, and they have been singled out for special discrimination; nevertheless, they have decided to participate in our
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Occidental Dunks Beaver Aqua Polo Squad, 7-2

The Oxy men’s team suffered at the hands of their visitors when they lost to the Aqua Polo Squad, 7-2. The game was held at the CVC pool. The Oxy men were unable to keep up with the Aqua polo players, who dominated the game from the start. The Aqua polo players scored four goals in the first half of the game, while Oxy managed only one. In the second half, the Aqua polo players continued their dominant performance, scoring three more goals to clinch the victory. The Oxy men, on the other hand, were unable to match their opponents’ performance and ended up with a score of 7-2. The loss was a setback for the Oxy men, who had been looking forward to a strong performance in this match.

Tigers Victorious, Beavers Lose 42-7

Although the Beavers went out with high hopes, their good intentions were dashed when they faced the Tigers in their home game. The Tigers dominated the game from the start, scoring 21 points in the first half of the game. The Beavers, on the other hand, were unable to keep up with their opponents, scoring only one point in the first half. In the second half, the Tigers continued their dominance, scoring 21 points to clinch the victory. The Beavers, on the other hand, were unable to score any points in the second half. The loss was a setback for the Beavers, who had been looking forward to a strong performance in this match.

Stonewall Boulders win One in Two, 19-17

The Stonewall Boulders won their second game of the season against the One in Two, 19-17. The game was held at the CVC pool. The Stonewall Boulders started the game strongly, scoring seven points in the first half of the game. The One in Two, on the other hand, were unable to keep up with their opponents, scoring only one point in the first half. In the second half, the Stonewall Boulders continued their dominant performance, scoring 12 points to clinch the victory. The One in Two, on the other hand, were unable to score any points in the second half. The win was a setback for the One in Two, who had been looking forward to a strong performance in this match.
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CAMPUS BREWINS (Continued from Page 2)  

Discouraging perception was shown by G. Royce's Island date—though that was all that was encouraging about her. Royce ticked her up with a raucous "Hi, there!" and a high-altitude suit covering him from ankle to waist, and further concealed behind dark glasses. Upon arriving at the Roeg's door party, she repaired to the powder room, and Roeg's curiously crawled into Royce's suit and glasses. Upon said lady's return, Koeland graced her with a possessive, "Let's bang, Jackie," to which she coyly replied, "How did you know my name?" Oh, well, "The best laid plans . . . ."

Calorific man of the evening was Bobbie Williamson, who was unaccountably sipping his drink (the eighth) and chatting while Dick Welch, Harvey John son, and three upstart Technicians-Missis kept astylishly pointing out that only 45 minutes remained for the 45-minute ride to the Fratline House. They made it, but they had to slide—Dutch was blessed with a woman from out three who promptly drank him under the table—no mean feat.

The square assembly in the Rowlin's lounge last Saturday eve and another night of ribald imitation of a Bimble's basement suite. In a midnight of the air, a noble stood Suitor Al Marshall, with his good ole rumored voice intoning a dull sounding re-tale of some old song. "PIG." When everybody got tired

CAMPUS CLEANERS  

(Continued from Page 1)  

STAFFING IN "MR. SOFT TOUCH"  

COLUMBIA RECORDS

SPRINGFIELD 1-9000

"SMOKE MY CIGARETTE . . .

MILDEN CHESTERFIELD"

GLENN FORD

STARRING IN "MR. SOFT TOUCH"

COLUMBIA PICTURES

THEY'RE MILDEN! THEY'RE TOPS!—IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES WITH THE TOP MEN IN SPORTS WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS

OAK KNOLL  

Cleansers and Laundry  

LET A VET SERVE YOU

THREE DAY  

Cleaning Service  

SIX-FOUR DAY  

LAUNDRY

902 East California Street

(4 Doors East of Lakel)

SY-3-6704

Next Door to Caltech Barber Shop

Caltech Pharmacy

COURTESY & SERVICE

COUPON FOR REGISTRATION Panorama Free Motor Delivery 400 East California Drive

3-COLUMN 1-3011

Fresno, California

TECH WHIPS UP (Continued from Page 3)  

acceleration in the exposition section, atmosphere at tremendous pressure blasts through a tiny hole, the approximate thickness of a sheet of paper. When the air suddenly expands into the test section, the temperature drops to about 0° on the scale of 20 degrees below zero Fishers, while the pressure drops to about one millimeter of mercury, or 1/4000 of normal atmospheric pressure.

HOOPMEN (Continued from Page 3)  

S提供商's program is in store.

The Varsity squad will be much the same as last year except for the graduates Illos, Church, and Jenks. Veteran Cox and Mont - perry will be on hand to welcome back some of last year's Frosh squad such stalwarts as Dry, Garner, and Hascher, Michaelson, Biddle, Skoever, Purdy, Toste, etc. Homer, Baker, Tysim, Michaelson and Karahew will not be out for practice until the football season is over. Libby has a conflict with water polo and Butler is recovering from an appendectomy and is not expected to be out for practice any sooner.

We all hope someone's football brain will be sufficiently sagacious so that he may serve on the squad before too long.

Don't forget that meeting to compare at 11 a.m. in 306 Dialogue for all those men interested in joining and making a winning basketball squad.